The lockdown to contain the coronavirus outbreak has disrupted supply chains. One crucial chain is delivery of information and insight — news and analysis that is fair and accurate and reliably reported from across a nation in quarantine.

A voice you can trust amid the clanging of alarm bells.

Vajiram & Ravi and The Indian Express are proud to deliver the electronic version of this morning’s edition of The Indian Express to your Inbox. You may follow The Indian Express’s news and analysis through the day on indianexpress.com
Stay invested in journalism you can trust. Subscribe to The Indian Express newspaper

Hope you are enjoying reading The Indian Express. With supply chains back to normal, our complimentary e-paper will end on 31st January, 2021. To continue reading the newspaper that explains and investigates the news beyond the noise,

follow the link bit.ly/1Edeliver or Call 9810640505 to get your copy delivered at your doorstep.

Tell us how much you enjoyed reading The Indian Express, click here
**BUDGET TO BE TABLED TOMORROW**

PM at all-party meet: Offer to pause farm laws still on table, Agri Minister just phone call away

Catch Red Fort culprits, if innocent framed, still will gaze: Azad

This was announced after the excerpt of the speech by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, which had been cut short. The government’s officials in the meeting said that the police had not yet found any evidence to support the allegations against the farmers.

The meeting was attended by ministers from all parties, including Union Minister for Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Narendra Singh Tomar, Union Minister for Home Affairs Amit Shah, and Union Minister for Finance Nirmala Sitharaman.

**WHAT THE BUDGET session of December 2020 indicated was that Prime Minister Narendra Modi had come up with all-party programmes to ensure that the country’s economic progress did not slow down.**

The Centre looked for innovative, newer ways to bring down fatalities and the government was in the process of making efforts to improve the road safety situation.

**Identified criminal cases in Punjab and Haryana**

A total of 1,000 cases were registered in both states as a result of the protests, which included inciting violence, causing damage to public property, and causing disruption of public services.

**NITIN GADKARI, UNION MINISTER FOR INFRASTRUCTURE**

In Bamboo clone crash barriers, an cost-effective road safety solution

**AVISHEK GDASTIDAR**

In bamboo clone crash barriers, an cost-effective road safety solution

NEW DELHI, JANUARY 30

There have been demands to amend the law on the provision of crash barriers and to make them mandatory on all roads.

**WHAT COULD be an inexpensive solution to road safety problems?**

In bamboo clone crash barriers, an cost-effective road safety solution

In bamboo clone crash barriers, an cost-effective road safety solution

A crash barrier is a safety feature added to a road to help reduce the risk of injury or death in the event of a collision.

**AVISHEK GDASTIDAR**
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**VISUALS**

The government has already started work on the Bamboo clone crash barrier project, which is expected to be completed by March 2022.

**WHAT COULD be an inexpensive solution to road safety problems?**
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**Bamboo clone crash barriers are typically used in areas where traditional crash barriers cannot be installed due to limited space or environmental concerns.**
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**POCSO verdict**

司法人员收到了这一消息，尽管他们可能不会对这一事件的进展发表评论。

**PM at all-party meet offer to pass farm laws still on table, Agri Minister just phone call away**

在全面支持和温和批评的混合中，在农业部长贾扬吉特·辛格的电话中，全党会议提出了一项提案，表明农民阶层仍然团结一致，尽管这项提案还没有最终定案。

**Roads blocked**

为防止暴力事件的进一步升级，警方在印度和巴基斯坦之间的路边设置了路障，以防止任何可能的袭击。警察阻止了任何可能的暴力行为，以确保边境地区的和平与安全。}

**5 identifies at Red Fort have criminal records in Punjab**

运动和警方的调查表明，红堡内的5名疑犯都有犯罪记录，包括抢劫、盗窃和袭击，而这些人都是因暴力行为而被捕的。这些罪犯的背景显示了他们长期以来的犯罪历史，这可能表明他们的好斗和暴力倾向。

**What are Canada’s new COVID-19 travel rules?**

加拿大政府表示，将对所有入境旅客实施新规定，包括必须提供阴性检测结果和在抵达后自我隔离。这些规定将从1月26日起生效。

**EXPRESS EXCLUSIVE**

对上述事件的详细调查仍在进行中。
**No institutional quarantine for UK returnees testing negative**

**Gurugram: Covid cases less than 40 per day**

On Saturday, a team from the National Bomb Data Centre of the Ministry of Home Affairs visited the scene spot. Its findings will be shared with the Delhi Police team in the days ahead.

The decision was taken after ‘considering low positivity rate of UK returnees’.

The home ministry has written to the Ministry of Home Affairs, New Delhi expressing representations on the matter.
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From Bahadurgarh, hundreds demand ‘stand guard’ at Singhu

ANANYA TIRATHI
NEW DELHI, JANUARY 30

A group of people from Jind, Haryana, have camped out at the protest site in Bahadurgarh demanding police and security forces to continue to keep the protest going. “We don’t want any protest to be conducted. We want to protect our protest site. We don’t want it to be disturbed. We don’t want to see any kind of trouble or anyone creating any mischief,” said a man who identified himself as Satender. According to him, the police have not been able to prevent violence and attacks by unruly mobs. The area has seen multiple incidents of violence in recent times, including attacks by groups pretending to be farmers. The protesters have been demanding the presence of police and security forces to keep the area safe and prevent any kind of trouble.

ADHSHARATHANI & ARAMA SHARMA
NEW DELHI, JANUARY 30

The violent clashes at Singhu border on Saturday, according to farmers, were induced by the heavy police presence at the site. “We have been demanding police and security forces to keep the area safe and prevent any kind of trouble,” said a farmer from Haryana. “We have been demanding police and security forces to keep the area safe and prevent any kind of trouble,” said a farmer from Haryana. “We have been demanding police and security forces to keep the area safe and prevent any kind of trouble,” said a farmer from Haryana. “We have been demanding police and security forces to keep the area safe and prevent any kind of trouble,” said a farmer from Haryana. “We have been demanding police and security forces to keep the area safe and prevent any kind of trouble.”

AMIT BHATNAGAR
NEW DELHI, JANUARY 30

In a statement, the Minister of State for Home Affairs, G. Kishan Reddy, said that security forces have been deployed at the Singhu border site to ensure the safety of people and property. "Security forces are actively monitoring the situation and are taking all necessary measures to ensure the safety and security of all those present at the site," he said. The minister also stated that the police have been given clear instructions to ensure that the situation does not escalate.

AnandVihar

A day after violence, farmers take matters into their own hands: ‘Can’t rely on police anymore’

WANT FARMERS TO END PROTEST
Injured cops, families stage protest: ‘Beat up mercilessly’

NEW DELHI, JANUARY 30

The families of the injured police personnel have staged a protest outside the police station in New Delhi demanding justice for their loved ones. The protesters, including family members of the injured police officers, gathered outside the police station and raised slogans demanding the immediate arrest of the accused and compensation for their injuries.

A police personnel was injured during the clash at the Singhu border on Saturday. The family members have demanded a fair investigation into the incident and sought justice for their loved one. "Our son was injured in the recent violence at the Singhu border. We want the police to take full responsibility and ensure that such incidents do not happen again," said the father of the injured police officer.

The protesters also demanded compensation for the injuries suffered by the police personnel. "Our son has sustained severe injuries and needs medical attention. We want the police to take responsibility for his medical expenses," said the mother of the injured police officer.

The family members have stated that they will continue their protest until their demands are met. "We will not leave until our demands are met. We want justice for our loved one and an end to the violence," said the family member.

VRK

Disconnected

INTERNET SUSPENDED AT SINGHU, TIKRI, GHAZIPUR

SIRIFORT-DWARKA-SECTOR 8

Ashish Karra

Police personnel were injured during clashes at the Singhu border on Saturday, according to a statement released by the Delhi Police. The police personnel were injured when they were trying to stop the farmers from entering the protest site. "The farmers were trying to forcibly enter the protest site, and we had to use force to stop them," said a police officer.

The farmers had been demanding the withdrawal of the farm laws and the police had been trying to stop them from entering the protest site. The farmers had also been holding various protests and demonstrations to press for their demands.

Saurabh Bharadwaj

NEW DELHI, JANUARY 30

A day after violence, hundreds of farmers are seen blockading the Singhu border in protest against the three farm laws. The protesters have been demanding the withdrawal of the three farm laws, which were passed in September 2020.

Amit Mehra

NEW DELHI, JANUARY 30

The Supreme Court has asked the Centre to provide adequate security to the police personnel involved in the violence at Singhu. The court has also directed the police to take all necessary steps to ensure the safety of the personnel.

The violence at Singhu has caused a stir in the national capital and has raised concerns about the safety of the police personnel. The police personnel have been working in difficult conditions, and the court's intervention is expected to provide some relief to them.

Navin Kumar

NEW DELHI, JANUARY 30

Several police personnel were injured during the clashes at the Singhu border on Saturday. The police personnel were injured when they were trying to stop the farmers from entering the protest site. "The farmers were trying to forcibly enter the protest site, and we had to use force to stop them," said a police officer.

The farmers had been demanding the withdrawal of the farm laws and the police had been trying to stop them from entering the protest site. The farmers had also been holding various protests and demonstrations to press for their demands.
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We face prejudice, inequality & injustice... feel safe here

A 30-year-old秘rve officer who moved to the city from a rural area in UP, Mr. Raja described the atmosphere in the lab as welcoming and supportive.

“I was a bit apprehensive about coming to a city lab, but the atmosphere is very warm. I feel accepted here and am able to focus on my work,” he said.

One of the challenges faced by people with disabilities in urban areas is the lack of accessible infrastructure. However, the laboratory was designed with inclusivity in mind, ensuring that people with disabilities can participate fully in the research activities.

Mr. Raja also mentioned the support of his colleagues, who have been instrumental in helping him adjust to the new environment.

“Everyone has been very supportive. We work as a team and I feel like I’m part of a family,” he added.

The laboratory’s commitment to creating an inclusive workplace is evident in its policies and practices, which prioritize the needs and perspectives of all its members.

“We are committed to creating an environment where everyone feels valued and respected. This includes people with disabilities, as well as other underrepresented groups,” said Dr. Mehta.

The laboratory continues to strive towards excellence in research and inclusivity, and we are proud to be part of this journey with people like Mr. Raja.

We welcome you to learn more about our work and how we are making a difference in the field of molecular biology research.

The Indian Express

Sumit Mehta

Head of Knowledge Management,

The Indian Express
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**Punjab sees protest revellers as more people head for doors of Delhi; resolutions passed**

Haryana khaps decide to use temple speakers to beat internet curbs

**SUKHIBSINGH BHAMBRI**

After decades, Tikas of west of us take centre stage in capital gain

**DARSHAN PALWAN**

**NEW DELHI,** January 30

Between 1977 and 2021, a series of events or changes have contributed towards the formation of a new strategy of political parties. This was in the backdrop of the Hanken Act’s decision to form a new state of Tamil Nadu in 1967. The new state of Tamil Nadu was formed after the merger of the Madras state with the Pondicherry state. The Hanken Act’s decision to form a new state of Tamil Nadu was a response to the growing prominence of Tamil nationalism and the demand for a separate Tamil state. The New Delhi strategy was a response to the growing prominence of Tamil nationalism and the demand for a separate Tamil state.
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At the start of the joint session of Parliament on Friday, PM Narendra Modi said Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman had already announced 3-4 mini budgets and that the 2021-22 Budget should be seen as an extension of the same effort. As the country recovers from Covid and one of its worst years as an economy, UDFMS unsparingly the A to Z of what to expect tomorrow.

Atmanirbhar Bharat

Sitharaman announced a new austerity (will not be faulted, sufficient), some cuts some sort of austerity. This is likely to be the dominant feature of the reformation in the economy in the coming budget. Only enough for the poor, with the hope that the same effort. As the country recovers from Covid and one of its worst years as an economy. AtoZof what to expect tomorrow.

Cesses and Surcharges

The two centuries of benighted—death and taxes—with one word: ‘compromise’. When a Central government imposes a new tax on an ongoing, it is referring to the words, ‘compromise’. When a Central government imposes a new tax on an ongoing, it is referring to the words, ‘compromise’.

CESS\ES AND SURCHARGES

If you want to assess the quality of our lives more accurately, look at the period of time one suffrson the basis of caste, whether it is a time of time and unique opportunity. Literacy, work in the betterment of the farmers—both farmers and urban.”

FDI and FPI

For a country that suddenly decided to become a latecomer to a global economy. It is quite remarkable how India could’ve gone for a major new tax, it is a great opportunity. India, is a capital to become a major new tax, it is a great opportunity. India, is a capital to become a major new tax, it is a great opportunity. India, is a capital to become a major new tax, it is a great opportunity.
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For a country that suddenly decided to become a latecomer to a global economy. It is quite remarkable how India could’ve gone for a major new tax, it is a great opportunity. India, is a capital to become a major new tax, it is a great opportunity. India, is a capital to become a major new tax, it is a great opportunity.
I don’t wish to anticipate the Budget. There is a universal demand that the government should provide investment in health infrastructure and increase in dearness allowance to support that demand. The FM may provide more funds under the two heads. Otherwise, it would be unwise, on account of the absence of any change in their approach or behaviour.
India’s telecom department has cut down the notice period needed to enter into the telecom spectrum business by one year. The move came after the Supreme Court’s interim order. The aim is to make it easier for the authorities to make frequency arrangements for the telecom sector.

Now, almost exactly 385 years after the infamous Dutch tulip mania, one may be justified in asking whether the GameStop ‘tulip’ may be a new phenomenon. After all, some are seeing the rise of Wall Street’s retail investors as a modern-day version of the Dutch market mania, when tulip bulbs were the hot commodity and the market soared.

However, the situation is quite different. The Dutch tulip mania occurred in an era when most people were illiterate, and the idea of owning something as intangible as a tulip bulb was very appealing. In contrast, today’s investors are well-informed and have access to a wealth of information on the internet.

Moreover, the current situation is not driven by a shortage of supply, as was the case with tulip bulbs. Instead, it is driven by a lack of supply of stocks, particularly in the technology sector.

The GameStop situation has been exacerbated by the pandemic, which has led to a surge in demand for stocks, particularly in the technology sector. Retail investors have been drawn to the sector because of the high growth rates and the potential for large profits.

However, the situation is not sustainable in the long run. The current surge in demand is unlikely to continue indefinitely, and the market is likely to correct in the future. Investors should be cautious and avoid taking on too much risk.

---

**Economic News: India’s CRISIL Bank net growth 9.9% at 5 in December**

India’s telecom department has cut down the notice period needed to enter into the telecom spectrum business by one year. The move came after the Supreme Court’s interim order. The aim is to make it easier for the authorities to make frequency arrangements for the telecom sector.

Now, almost exactly 385 years after the infamous Dutch tulip mania, one may be justified in asking whether the GameStop ‘tulip’ may be a new phenomenon. After all, some are seeing the rise of Wall Street’s retail investors as a modern-day version of the Dutch market mania, when tulip bulbs were the hot commodity and the market soared.

However, the situation is quite different. The Dutch tulip mania occurred in an era when most people were illiterate, and the idea of owning something as intangible as a tulip bulb was very appealing. In contrast, today’s investors are well-informed and have access to a wealth of information on the internet.

Moreover, the current situation is not driven by a shortage of supply, as was the case with tulip bulbs. Instead, it is driven by a lack of supply of stocks, particularly in the technology sector.
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As protests grip Russia, Putin criticises many of stripes rally around Navalny

Protesters in downtown Moscow, Russia, take part in a rally in support of jailed opposition leader Alexei Navalny, who faces a possible decade in prison, after his return to Russia. Protests have flared across the capital and other Russian cities as people rally against the jailing of the opposition leader, a move they see as a further attack on their rights by President Vladimir Putin's authorities.

Protesters gather in support of detained opposition leader Alexei Navalny in front of the Russian embassy in Berlin. February 2021. The European Court of Human Rights has ordered Russia to release prominent opposition leader Alexei Navalny from prison. The court had previously ordered Russia to compensate Navalny.

Protesters gather in front of the Russian embassy in Berlin on February 20, 2021. The European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg, France, has ordered Russia to release prominent opposition leader Alexei Navalny from prison. The court had previously ordered Russia to compensate Navalny.

Protests in support of Alexei Navalny take place in Belgrade, Serbia. February 2021. Serbia has arrested and deported an opposition leader who had returned to Serbia from Moscow a day after he called for a rally in support of jailed opposition leader Alexei Navalny.
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Two militants surrender after gunfire; cops demolish hideout

JAMMU AND KASHMIR

Two militants surrendered after surrendering to security forces on Friday in the layer of the hill in the Anuwari area of Poonch district after being fired at by security forces on Saturday, according to a police official.

The official said Saturday that two terrorists of Hizbul Mujahideen group surrendered to the police a day after the security forces launched an operation to nab them.

The official also said that the roads and streets of the area were under control of security forces.

Ancylics in a daily death toll of 262 in Uttarakhand: Over half in Sept-Oct

UTTARAKHAND

Over 1,000 new Ganga's aarti sites planned

Uttarakhand is planning to establish 1,000 new Ganga aarti sites in the state. The aarti sites will be mainly located in the river Ganga at various locations in the state.

A total of 1,000 aarti sites will be established in the state, which will be spread across the state. The state government will cover all expenses related to the establishment of the aarti sites.

The state government has also decided to conduct a survey of the locations where the aarti sites will be established. The survey will be conducted by the state forest department.

The survey will be conducted in the month of September, and the results will be available in the month of October. The state government will then decide on the locations where the aarti sites will be established.

The aarti sites will be equipped with solar panels to generate electricity. The aarti sites will also be equipped with CCTV cameras to ensure the safety of the visitors.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name of Road</th>
<th>Total Length (Km)</th>
<th>Cost (INR Lacs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Najibabad Nagina road to Laadpur road</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Raipur Sadaat to Chamru Nawada road</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Nangla Ubban to Najeempur road</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NIH-34 km 49 to Alipura road</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>28.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Shaymiwala to Ramdaswali road</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mandawali Maujampur road to Sikrauda</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Fazalpur fatak to Humayunpur road</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Nagina Kotwali road to Bhawanpur</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fathers kidnapped, unwell son, sleeping daughter awaits return**

**ASI finds ancient structure in Odisha, triggers heritage buzz**

Structure found near Bhubaneswar’s Shree Lingaraj Temple, possibly a platform on which a temple stood.
EXTENSION OF CANCELLATION/REDUCTION IN FREQUENCY OF TRAINS

This is intimated for the information of all concerned that in continuation to Public Notice of 23.02.2021, the following special trains have been cancelled:

- **CANCELLATION OF TRAINS**
  - Special trains due to be run under the special train schedule from 14.02.2021 to 29.02.2021 have been cancelled.

- **REDUCTION IN FREQUENCY**
  - The frequency of the following special trains has been reduced to once a week:

Serving Customers with a Smile

NORTHERN RAILWAY

Visit: Northernrailway.gov.in
Download RailMelded app
RailMelded Number: 139

For further information, please visit www.indianexpress.com

E-TENDER NOTICE

Cantonment Board Bareilly invites E-tender/bids through Central Public Procurement Portal of Govt. of India (www.eprocure.gov.in) under two bids/cover system i.e. Technical Bid (Cover-1) and Financial Bid (Cover-2) for Grant of License for Use of Defence Land For Placing Cell Towers on Wheels (CoWs) at various locations/sites to extend communication networks in Cantonment.

Deadline: 06.04.2021
For Schedule of Activities/Dates for E-Tendering and for further details of Notice Inviting Tender (NIT) please log on to website at www.eprocure.gov.in

Sd/-

(Vivek Singh)
Chief Executive Officer
Cantonment Board Bareilly

**EXTRA**

Earnest Money Deposit (EMD) (in Rs.)
Tender ID
2,00,000/-
2021_DGDE_610467_1
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Shiny Varghese

T

HE "DRAWING room is dead. Long live the drawing room!" is a phrase that never fails to elicit a range of reactions. If you are a purist who believe the grand staircases, formal sitting rooms and drawing rooms are inseparable elements of the Indian home, the notion of their demise will shock you. If you are a modernist, you will accept the changes with a shrug. If you are a connoisseur, you will muse on the past while looking ahead. The reality is that the "drawing room" as we knew it, is no more. The concept has metamorphosed. The rooms that were synonymous with thechkhis and thesitting rooms of early European traders have made way for multifunctional rooms that have become modern living spaces. The evolution of the drawing room is an indicator of the changing social fabric of our society. It is a place where neighbours above and below, family members, and friends come together. The drawing room is the room where the family spends the most time, where conversations take place, and where memories are made.

Victorian drawing rooms were characterized by grand staircases, formal sitting rooms, and drawing rooms. These rooms were designed to impress visitors and convey the status of the household. The rooms were adorned with ornate furniture, chandeliers, and elaborate decorations, designed to create an atmosphere of opulence and formality. The drawing room was the space where the family would come together to receive guests, to socialize, and to discuss business. It was a place where the family would gather to watch theatre performances, read, and engage in serious conversation. The drawing room was also the place where meals were served, and where family members would retire to rest after a long day.

The Victorian era was characterized by a fascination with domesticity and the dignity of the home. The drawing room was a space where the family would gather to discuss business, to receive guests, and to engage in serious conversation. The drawing room was also the place where meals were served, and where family members would retire to rest after a long day.
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Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Bat?

A fair hearing to the creature at the receiving end of pointy fingers ever scaring.
**The Storyteller’s Writes**

Sai Paranjpye’s memoir is long on detail about her life and short on personal insights.

**SCENES FROM A SUNNY PLACE**

Ashwini Chudhary

Rita Keichur

In January 2021, you gave me a notebook and promised to return it in six months. You know I have no use for such objects, but I also like having something tangible to hold. Though we have been together for several years, sometimes it seems as if we are reading from different books—although I meet you every week. Your words and ideas are a constant source of inspiration, and I am grateful for the conversations we have had so far.

I am eager to hear more about your life and the challenges you face. I often wonder what it must be like for you to live in a world where so many people are suffering and struggling. It is important to remember that everyone has their own struggles and that your experiences are valuable.

I hope you will continue to share your thoughts and insights with me in the future. I look forward to our next conversation.
If it's your Birthday

Sunday January 31

For the convenience of customers, Railways have decided to extend the parentheses with reference to the stipulations of the following Trains as under:

Mother Dairy

A Unit of Kanewara Cooperative Milk Producer Unions Ltd. The milk is procured and processed by Gopal Cooperative Milch Dairy and is packed in PET bottles of 200 ml by a small packaging unit at the dairy premises.

SHORT TERM TENDER NOTIFICATION

For Supply of following items to JNTU (Bid Daters):-

1. Supply on One Time Basis: 1) 20 Kg Welding Electrode (CJ-30). 2) 10Kg Ti Arc Welding Electrode. 3) 20Kg Ti Arc Welding Electrode. 4) 10Kg WMP Ti Arc Welding Electrode.

Rally Coach Factory Department

An all-India service in the form of 16 coaches of 4-AC sleeper category under the ownership of the Railways. The coaches will be delivered to the Railways on a turnkey basis. The service will start from February 1st, 2021.

SEARCH FOR MISSING GIRL

Oravia Industries Limited, 14, Bhavani, Gawandora, Bhandar, Dahanu, 01/25/2001, has been declared a 'Dishonest and Defaulter Firm' by the Registrar of Companies, Maharashtra.

If so, please fill all the details accurately and submit the application online through the e-Tendering Portal. The deadline for submission is 15.02.2021.

January 2021

E-LENGU (Molten Steel) Job Work - 1 Job Pre-bid Meeting for Supply of 30 Tons of Molten Steel (20Kg) and 10 Tons of scrap iron (20Kg) per month for a period of one year.

Considerations

(TM) Joint Venture of Railways & CPWD/

* Specifications, Conditions, and other terms and conditions are part tender document on E-tender portal. Concerned Officer reserves the right to cancel the work without assigning any reasons.

* Consideration, Addendum, Extension of date shall be updated only on the above websites. Stakeholders are advised to visit the websites regularly for updated information from time to time.
Sonam shades big fish on mat

18-year-old uses superior upper body strength to get the better of Olympic medalist Sushil Malik

During the recent national championships, where Sonam claimed the gold medal in 64kg category, she defeated Sushil Malik, who had won gold in the same category in the Asian Games, Commonwealth Games and three World Championships in a row.

The win has given Sonam confidence and she is now ready to challenge herself against the best of the best.

Sonam says she is ready to take on any challenge and will not shy away from any high-level competition. She is looking forward to the upcoming Asian Games and Olympics and wants to make India proud by winning medals in those prestigious events.

Sonam says she is looking forward to the upcoming Asian Games and Olympics and wants to make India proud by winning medals in those prestigious events.

Sonam's coach, Nambiar, says he is proud of Sonam's achievements and believes she has the potential to win medals at the highest level.

Nambiar says he is confident that Sonam will continue to improve and become one of the best in the world. He says she has the energy and commitment to achieve her goals and will do everything possible to help her reach her potential.

Sonam is grateful to her coach and her family for their support and guidance. She says she will work hard to achieve her dreams and will not rest until she reaches the pinnacle of success.

Sonam's story is a testament to the power of hard work, dedication, and determination. Her achievements are a source of inspiration for many aspiring athletes who dream of achieving greatness.

The next step for Sonam is to focus on her preparations for the upcoming Asian Games and Olympics. She will be working hard to fine-tune her skills and ensure she is at her best when the time comes to compete.

Sonam's success is not just about her personal achievements but also about the impact she has on others. Her story has inspired many young athletes who look up to her as a role model. She is known for her humility, sportsmanship, and dedication to the sport.

Sonam's achievements have also attracted the attention of sports organizations and sponsors. She has been given the opportunity to train with some of the best coaches and facilities in the world, which will give her a chance to improve her skills and reach new heights.

Sonam's story is a reminder that with hard work and determination, anything is possible. She has shown that with the right attitude and support, even the biggest challenges can be overcome.
Over 3000 Scholarships Worth Rs 25+ Crores For Class 12th Students, Thanks To Mindler Scholarship Hunt

HIGHLIGHTS:
- Mindler has launched 2021’s biggest scholarship hunt offering 3000+ scholarships to class 12 students worth over INR 25 crores
- The Mindler Scholarship Hunt will also be rewarding the top 10 students with a scholarship offer for any university of choice in India
- The initiative has been outlined and curated to identify and reward talent across multifaceted career domains

With uncertainty being the norm, universities and schools are implementing changes in their admission and selection processes for the academic year 2021. Grade XII students are overwhelmed and anxious about what the year has in store for them. While it’s encouraging to see an increasingly conventional career guidance platform such as Mindler stepping up, students still need a perfect blend of education, technology of excellence, experience coupled with an unsaddled passion to make sure that every student progresses on the right path.

To further this pursuit in student interest, Mindler has launched 2021’s biggest Scholarship Hunt offering 3000+ scholarships to Grade XII students worth over INR 25 Crores. The Mindler Scholarship Hunt has been designed in consultation with leading universities and rewarded talent across multifaceted career domains by rewarding students who stand out with the leading universities of their own choice.

The assessment of this scholarship Hunt tests students on a variety of parameters such as their aptitude, leadership qualities, extracurricular activities, sports, and academic performance to determine their unique skills and talents. Students will have the unique opportunity of exploring their best fit career through the Scholarship Assessment which is part of the Scholarship Hunt Process.

The Mindler Scholarship Hunt will also help students earn potential scholarships but will also enable them to get comprehensive career profiling using Mindler Scholarship Assessment and discover best-fit career paths based on their unique talents and strengths.

Students will have the unique opportunity of exploring their best fit career through the Scholarship Assessment which is part of the Scholarship Hunt Process.

The Mindler Scholarship Assessment will provide comprehensive career profiling for class 12 students, and help them make a decision about the right course for their under-graduate education.

The pandemic has affected people across various industries. One of the most affected is the educational sector leaving class 12 students in a state of confusion with ambiguity. We all stress on the importance of this grade because it ends up defining our career choices, but unfortunately this year has been a struggle for our students. Our clear objective is to support students gain clarity in the face of this adversity and steer in the right direction despite the current circumstances.

**Key Benefits For Students**

Apart from the 3000+ scholarship offers from participating universities, the Mindler Scholarship Hunt will also be rewarding the top 10 students with a scholarship offer for any university of choice in India.

The top 10 students will be selected by Mindler and the Founding Advisory Committee & Jury of the Mindler Scholarship Hunt.

Additionally, the Mindler Scholarship Hunt will not only help students earn potential scholarships but will also enable them to get comprehensive career profiling using Mindler Scholarship Assessment and discover best-fit career paths based on their unique talents and strengths.

Students will have the unique opportunity of exploring their best fit career through the Scholarship Assessment which is part of the Scholarship Hunt Process.

The Mindler Scholarship Assessment will provide comprehensive career profiling for class 12 students, and help them make a decision about the right course for their undergraduate education.

Once done with the Scholarship Assessment, the students will then be able to identify their unique talents and strengths. This will enable them to make informed decisions about not only future colleges, but also place them clearly on the most suitable careers for them.

This coming at a cost to the students is already a boon for the entire student community in the country. To top it all off, students will get to explore courses, and connect with the Universities in-sync with their best career.

The Mindler Scholarship Hunt in the one-stop solution for a student’s university admission woes, offering career selection to scholarships.

This is the perfect opportunity amid this pandemic to earn something proactive all while sitting at the comfort of your homes.

- Prateek Bhargava
  Founder & CEO, Mindler

Mindler Advisory Board & Jury for the Scholarship Hunt

Mr. Himmat S. Dhillon
Headmaster, The Lawrence School, Sanawar

Mrs. Meena Kak
Director, Lakshmipat Singhania Academy, Kolkata

Mr. Skand Bali
Principal, The Hyderabad Public School, Begumpet

Mr. Roshan Gandhi
Chief Executive Officer, City Montessori School, Lucknow

Mr. Madhav Dev Saraswat
Principal, The Scindia School, Gwalior

Mr. Jagpreet Singh
Headmaster, The Doon School, Dehradun

Mr. Roohan Gandhi
Director, Headmaster, The Lawrence School, Sanawar

Ms. Sneha Arora
Executive Director, ISB D-Labs, Education City, Dubai, UAE

For queries contact: scholarship@mindler.com
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About Mindler
Mindler is a venture conceptualized and run by alumni of IIM, IIT, ISB and Harvard and the world’s promising young leaders. The Mindler platform equips student, counsellors and schools to have a career planning platform which is future-ready and empowers all the concerned stakeholders.

Mindler has been awarded and commended by the Ministry of Science & Technology, Ministry of State (UAE Government), Uttar Pradesh, New Delhi, Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Education World, Times of India and IE & T BM Almedahal.

Affairs
Affairs in India’s leading education & career solutions provider with over 25 years of experience. Affairs has played a pro-dominant role in revolutionizing the industry in one of its most significant areas through education fairs, conferences & global summits.